Abstract
Key Concepts

23
 Double stranded DNA helices can wind in three-dimensional space to form further 24 helices of higher order, forming supercoiled DNA.
25
 Since the early 1960s the importance of DNA supercoiling to cellular processes has 26 been apparent, with its most obvious consequence being that it aids compaction of 27 large DNA molecules into the relatively small volume of cells. Watson and Crick (Watson and Crick, 1953 ) using a range of experimental data obtained by 28 many other scientists (Chargaff et al, 1950; Franklin and Gosling, 1953; Wilkins et al, 1953) .
29
The DNA helix is usually visualized in a linear form, but, frequently, the helix axis is curved 30 and numerous 'unusual DNA structures' form under specific sequence and environmental 31 conditions. See also: DNA Structure, DOI: 10.1002/9780470015902.a0006002.pub2; DNA Notably, since the B-form of DNA is a configuration of minimum energy, any bending or 3 twisting of the DNA molecule will increase its free energy. In addition to varying secondary 4 structures, the DNA helix can wind in three-dimensional space to form further helices of 5 higher order. DNA in this conformation is termed supercoiled and changes to this tertiary and Linking, DOI: 10.1038/npg.els.0003904.
10
In a linear double-stranded DNA molecule, the two strands of the helix are free to rotate 11 around each other and, indeed, may unwind completely to give two separate strands.
12
Complete separation is unlikely to happen inside cells because of the large number of base 
30
Definition of Supercoiling
31
Quantitative measurements and analyses of DNA supercoiling have been defined.
32
Mathematical studies have provided enormous insight for these definitions and are 33 discussed in more detail in other reviews and monographs (Bates and Maxwell, 2005; Bauer 1 et al, 1980; Benham and Mielke, 2005; Schlick, 1995) . The basic ideas are described below 2 (Table 1) Linear double-stranded DNA molecules can be closed into a circle by the formation of 5′-3′ 8 phosphodiester bonds to seal each strand. Due to the helical nature of the DNA backbone, 9 after circularization the two strands of the helix cannot be separated without breaking one of Linking number is a fundamental property of any two closed curves in three-dimensional 19 space and is equal to the number of times that one strand intersects the plane of the other. Like all molecules, DNA will assume a configuration of minimum energy, and this is usually a of bending (Benham and Mielke, 2005; Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994a) .
21
Experimental studies during the 1970s established that the free energy of a supercoiled DNA 22 sample (ΔGsc) has a quadratic dependence on ΔLk:
where K is a DNA length-dependent constant. Thus, samples of cccDNA exist in a normal
25
(Gaussian) distribution of topoisomers (i.e. molecules have a continuous, symmetrical 26 distribution of Lk around the most intensely populated topoisomer -see Figure 2 ).
27
Theoretical simulations suggest it is likely that ΔGsc varies with ionic conditions and, in fact, it 28 may not be a quadratic function of ΔLk under all conditions (Schlick, 1995; Vologodskii and 29 Cozzarelli, 1994a). The influence of environmental conditions on DNA supercoiling is due, at 30 least in part, to the fact that ionic strength and temperature alter Tw of double-helical DNA.
1
Effects of ionic environment on the three-dimensional structure of DNA are to be expected 2 because DNA is a polyelectrolyte with a net negative charge at every nucleotide residue. The free energy of supercoiling can be normalized to circle size in the same manner as 5 described for ΔLk. Hence:
For DNA circles of 3-10 kb, it was shown that NK is independent of DNA circle size, and that 8 NK ≈ 1100RT, where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. Since ΔLk/N is 9 proportional to σ, the free energy of supercoiling per base pair is proportional to σ 2 , and is 10 independent of circle size. Studies with small DNA molecules showed that NK increases 11 gradually with decreasing DNA size, with a value of about 4000RT for a 300-bp circle. The 12 interpretation of this finding was that, for small molecules, writhing of the DNA becomes 13 increasingly unfavourable relative to twisting. Due to these energy considerations, it is 14 thought that a higher proportion of supercoiling is partitioned into twisting rather than writhing 15 for small DNA circles.
17
Intercalation
18
Intercalators contain a planar, usually polycyclic, aromatic ring structure, which allows them 19 to insert between two base pairs of a double-stranded DNA helix. The best-known examples 20 of intercalating molecules are chloroquine and ethidium bromide (EtdBr) (Wu et al, 1988) .
21
While these molecules bind similarly to most DNA sequences, other intercalators prefer to 
27
Intercalators have been of enormous value in the experimental measurements of plasmid 28 supercoiling (Liu and Wang, 1975; Wang, 1974) . EtdBr exhibits a large increase in In principle, any technique that is sensitive to molecular shape will be useful for experimental 10 analysis of supercoiled DNA. However, because of the large size of these molecules, few 11 techniques have been used successfully to provide direct structural information.
12
Of central importance to the discovery and initial characterization of supercoiled DNA was High-resolution microscopy provides explicit analysis of molecular structure and electron 19 microscopy (EM), cryo-EM and scanning-force microscopy have been used to analyse 20 supercoiled forms of DNA (Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994a) . Each of these techniques 21 has confirmed that supercoiled DNA has a compact shape and that the interwound form 22 predominates in naked DNA. Moreover, high-resolution microscopy clearly shows that 23 supercoiled DNA is often branched and that its conformational and thermodynamic 24 properties depend on ionic conditions (Vologodskii and Cozzarelli, 1994a) .
25
The other main technique that has been used to analyse DNA supercoiling is agarose gel 26 electrophoresis. Smaller and/or more compact molecules migrate more rapidly during 27 electrophoresis and, thus, DNA molecules that are linear, nicked circles or supercoiled 28 circles can be separated (Figure 2 ) (Bowater et al, 1992; Keller, 1975) . Compared with high- (Bowater et al, 1992 
12
DNA topology plays a fundamental role in facilitating site-specific recombination reactions.
13
Furthermore, analysis of the topology of reaction products has provided significant 14 information towards understanding the recombination reaction, particularly for processes 15 involving IHF and resolvases (Swinger and Rice, 2004; Wasserman and Cozzarelli, 1986) .
16
Increased free energy associated with negative supercoiling can also be used to separate electrophoresis of topoisomers ranging from high negative σ to moderate positive σ.
13
A DNA sample is loaded in a single well in a large agarose gel and electrophoresis is 14 performed under specific conditions (usually without intercalator) in direction D1.
15
After soaking of the gel in buffer containing intercalator, electrophoresis is continued 
